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The inevitable neural delays involved in processing visual
information should cause the perceived location of a moving
stimulus to lag significantly behind its actual location. How-
ever, Nijhawan1–3 has proposed that the visual system corrects
the perceived location of the moving stimulus by extrapolating
it along the trajectory of motion, so that the stimulus is per-
ceived at its expected actual location. We provide new evi-
dence to the contrary, demonstrating that the visual system
does not compensate for neural delays but simply shows a
reduced delay for moving stimuli.

The spatial extrapolation model1–3 is suggested by the find-
ing that a continuously moving bar is perceived as being ahead
of a stimulus briefly flashed in alignment with it. According
to this model, the perceived location of the moving bar is spa-
tially extrapolated to its physical location based on its past tra-
jectory and velocity, whereas the flash is accurately perceived
where it was presented, thus resulting in the apparent offset
of the bar relative to the flash. For subjects to perceive the flash
as aligned with the moving bar, the flash must actually be pre-
sented ahead of the bar.

To test the extrapolation model, we investigated the effect of
a sudden reversal of motion on the perceived location of the mov-
ing bar relative to the flash. The extrapolation model predicts that
the bar’s perceived location will continue to be extrapolated for-
ward in space, overshooting the reversal point. In this experiment,
a linearly translating bar reversed direction at a random time and
location while an observer fixated on a central point. (Subsequent
analysis found that there were no effects of eccentricity or dura-
tion). The physical location of a flash that was perceived as aligned
with the continuously moving bar was measured at various times
before and after the motion reversal. Contrary to the prediction
of the extrapolation model, the perceived position of the moving
bar (as revealed by the flash) never overshot the reversal point.
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In addition, to fit our data, the extrapolation model would
require that the perceived position of the moving bar begin to be
affected by the reversal before the bar actually had reversed direc-
tion. According to the extrapolation model, the perceived loca-
tion of the moving bar should match its physical location (during
continuous motion). Therefore, the temporal misalignment
between the flash and the bar that is required to create an appar-
ent spatial alignment neatly measures the neural delay being cor-
rected by extrapolation. (The flash and bar have the same neural
delay in the extrapolation model). During the continuous motion
segments in Fig. 1, the delay between the presentation of the flash
and the presentation of the moving bar with which it appears to be
aligned (the vertical offset between the data points and the black
line marking the physical trajectory) is about 45 ms. Therefore,
45 ms is the neural delay according to the extrapolation model,
and this places an absolute constraint on the moment at which
the data can start to reflect the reversal of motion. Any deviation
from the expected trajectory during continuous motion (red line
in Fig. 1) that occurs at –45 ms or earlier refutes the extrapola-
tion model because the model would then imply that the rever-

sal affects perception before the reversal has actually occurred.
Between –120 and –90 ms, the flash was perceived to be

aligned with the bar when presented along a roughly contin-
uous trajectory ahead of the bar in time (consistent with the
extrapolation model’s prediction; red line in Fig. 1). Howev-
er, the data at –60 and –45 ms for ELV, and at –75, –60 and
–45 ms for DVW and a third subject (not shown) deviated
significantly from this path. (The least significant of these
points was t(6) = 3.69, p < 0.02 at –75 ms for the third subject
whose data are not shown.) These results show that, if the
extrapolation model were correct, the bar’s reversal would
start to affect perception before the physical reversal took
place. This, of course, is impossible and reveals that the extrap-
olation model cannot account for the perceived misalignment
of flashed and moving stimuli.

What then could cause the perceived offset between the
moving bar and an aligned flash? The simplest explanation is
that the neural delays for the flash and the moving bar are dif-
ferent. Indeed, rather than reflecting the actual neural delay
for the bar and the flash, the vertical distance between the
physical motion curve and the data curve (approximately 45
ms; Fig. 1) represents the difference between the latencies for
moving and flashed stimuli. Specifically, the delay for the mov-
ing bar is shorter4, perhaps because responses of motion
detectors at one location facilitate the response of other detec-
tors along the expected path of motion5.

This experiment shows that there is no spatial extrapola-
tion process allowing us to see moving objects where they real-
ly are. Rather, we perceive objects, moving or stationary, where
they were before neural delays, but those delays can be short-
er for objects in motion.
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Fig. 1. Locations of flashes that are perceived as aligned with a
moving bar. Separate panels show data for a naïve observer and
one of the authors. (A third observer had similar results). For
example, at –120 ms the flash would appear to lag behind the mov-
ing bar if it were presented in alignment, so to cancel the apparent
lag, the flash must be presented ahead of the moving bar (data
point). Lines through data points are 95% confidence intervals.
The rounding of the curve may result from neural delay variability
or a biologically plausible spatiotemporal averaging filter6. Black
line, physical motion of the bar (the initial direction of the moving
bar was determined randomly from trial to trial as either from the
left or from the right). The duration of bar movement before the
reversal, and therefore the eccentricity of the reversal point, were
randomized to control for effects of eccentricity and predictabil-
ity. Red line, predicted location of flash for it to be perceptually
aligned with the bar according to the spatial extrapolation model.
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